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1. Introduction. In a recent paper [3] we proved graded analogs

to theorems of Herstein [l], [2] about the Lie structure of a simple

ring. In this note results about the Jordan structure of a simple

graded ring will be given. The main results are Theorem 1, which

states that a homogeneous Jordan ideal that contains an even element

also contains an irrelevant ideal, and Theorem 2, which states that a

homogeneous Jordan ideal that is also a subring must contain an

irrelevant ideal.

2. Preliminaries. In a graded ring R= ©,-aoi?t, ideals of the form

®iinRi are irrelevant. R is a simple graded ring (sgr) if RiR^if))

for all i and./, and R has no relevant homogeneous ideals. If xER*

and yER$, then [x, y] =xy — ( — l)a3yx((x, y) =xy + ( — l)""yx) is

called their Lie product (Jordan product). The center of R is Z(R)

= [x: [x, y] =0 for all yER}.

Proposition 1. Let R= ©,-6o Ri be a sgr. If O^aER,; then R{aRk

= Ri+j+k for all i and k. If b is homogeneous and RobRo = (0), then b = 0.

A proof may be found in [3].

3. Lemma. Let R be a graded ring and let U be a homogeneous

Jordan ideal of R. If a, bE U are homogeneous, then for all homogeneous

xER we have [(a, b), x]EU.

Proof, (a, [x, b]) — ([a, x], b) = ( — l)ax[x, (a, b)]. The left side of

the equation is an element of U, so the result follows.

Theorem 1. Let i?= ©,£o R% be a sgr of characteristic 7*2 and let U

be a homogeneous Jordan ideal of R. If U contains a nonzero even ele-

ment of R, then U contains a nonzero irrelevant ideal of R.

Proof. Let a, b E UxER be homogeneous. Then [(a, b), x]E £7 and

((a,b),x) EUimply 2x(a, b)E U which in turn implies that (2x(a,b),y)

E U for all homogeneous y. Thus, 2Rt(a, b)RjQ U for all i and j.

If 2Ri(a, b)Rj = (0) for all i and j, then by Proposition 1 (a, b) =0,

and so in this case (U, U) = (0). If O^aEU is even, 0 = (a, (a, x))

implies 2axa = 0 for all homogeneous x. Thus, a = 0, a contradiction.

Hence, there exist i and j such that 0?*2Ri(a, b)RjC. JJ. Therefore,

U^ ®kia+i,+i+1Rk^(0).
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Proposition 2. Let Rbea sgr, char R 7^ 2, and let Ubea homogeneous

Jordan ideal of R that does not contain a nonzero irrelevant ideal of R.

If aEU satisfies [a, R] C U, then a = 0.

Proof. Let x and y be homogeneous. If a^O, then [a, x]E U and

(a, x) G Uimply axE U, so (ax, y) E U. Thus, yaxE U, so £73 © iia P,-.

Corollary. With R and U as above, U(~\Z(R) = (0).

Theorem 2. Let R be a sgr, char R^2, and let U be a homogeneous

Jordan ideal and a subring of R. Either U= (0) or U contains a nonzero

irrelevant ideal of R.

Proof. If (U, U) = (0), a = 0 for all even aEU. If O^aE U is odd,
a2 = 0 and so a(a, x)=0 for all even xER- Hence, axa = 0, so a = 0.

Thus, (U, U) = (0) implies that U=(0).

If (U, U)?*(0) let a and bEU, (a, 6)^0, and let c be homo-
geneous. Then (ab, c) = (a, b)c— ( —l)°*6(a, c) + (-l)a»+c> (6, ca).

Thus, (a, 6)P,C J7 for all i. Let a" be homogeneous. Then (d, (a, b)c)
= d(a, 6)c + (-l)rf«*+6+c>(G, b)cdEU. Now,

(o, bed) = abed + (-l)0<w-<*<»6ttfo G f/.

An examination of the parities involved shows that {a, bed) = (a, b)cd

+ (6a, cd) + (cd, b)a. Thus (a, b)cdEU, and so d(a, b)cEU. This

implies that £72 ffilSo+tP,-.
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